Mutational analysis by a combined application of the multiple restriction fragment-single strand conformation polymorphism and the direct linear amplification DNA sequencing protocols.
We describe here an improved procedure for polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) for rapid mutational detection. To circumvent the restriction of having to analyze relatively short PCR fragments, restriction endonucleases were used to cleave a longer PCR product and the mixture of fragments was analyzed directly in SSCP gel electrophoresis. This multiple restriction fragment (MRF)-SSCP protocol was demonstrated by the detection of a 4-bp deletion in codons 41-42 and a point mutation in the IVS-2 sequence of the human beta-globin gene. The MRF-SSCP or the standard SSCP protocol was then combined with the linear amplification DNA sequencing (LADS) procedure for direct analysis of the PCR products without further purification for an exact characterization of the mutations detected. In the LADS analysis, homo- or heterozygosity of a mutation was easily distinguished by the appearance of a single- or double-lane band in the sequencing gel. The choice of isotope used and different labeling methods were compared and were found, in some cases, to produce SSCP patterns of different complexities. The combined MRF-SSCP/LADS protocol permits rapid mutational analysis of a large number of clinical samples using only very small amounts of materials and can easily be adopted for nonisotopic clinical applications.